For biomedical research, successful imaging of calcified microstructures often relies on absorption differences between features, or on employing dies with selective affinity to areas of interest. When texture is concerned, e.g. for crystal orientation studies, polarization induced contrast is of particular interest. This requires sufficient interaction of the incoming radiation with the volume of interest in the sample to produce orientation-based contrast. Here we demonstrate polarization induced contrast at the calcium K-edge using submicron sized monochromatic synchrotron X-ray beams. We exploit the orientation dependent subtle absorption differences of hydroxyl-apatite crystals in teeth, with respect to the polarization field of the beam. Interaction occurs with the fully mineralized samples, such that differences in density do not contribute to the contrast. Our results show how polarization induced contrast X-ray fluorescence mapping at specific energies of the calcium K-edge reveals the micrometer and submicrometer crystal arrangements in human tooth tissues. This facilitates combining both high spatial resolution and large fields of view, achieved in relatively short acquisition times in reflection geometry. In enamel we observe the varying crystal orientations of the micron sized prisms exposed on our prepared surface. We easily reproduce crystal orientation maps, typically observed in polished thin sections. We even reveal maps of submicrometer mineralization fronts in spherulites in intertubular dentine. This Ca K-edge polarization sensitive method (XRF-PIC) does not require thin samples for transmission nor extensive sample preparation. It can be used on both fresh, moist samples as well as fossilized samples where the information of interests lies in the crystal orientations and where the crystalline domains extend several micrometers beneath the exposed surface.
radiation facilities are extremely bright and can induce non-linear interactions such as X-ray fluorescence (XRF). These sources have a specific polarization vector defined by the photon source such as the insertion-device (e.g. undulator) that is positioned in the electron storage ring. Further, the energy can easily be fine-tuned by monochromators situated along the X-ray path and thus the absorption of the X-rays in the sample can be well controlled. The resulting XRF fingerprint originates from the combination of energy used, composition and the relative density of the atom species comprising the sample. By carefully selecting element-specific excitation energies, XRF spectra can provide information about the sample chemical state. For example, in solid natural materials, analysis of the X-ray absorption near-edge spectra (XANES) can be used to reveal both local changes in structure or crystal orientation through quantification of X-ray dichroism or angular absorption dependence [1] . Specifically, angular absorption dependence in combination with X-ray focusing optics and micrometer sample positioning may be used for 2D mapping of calcium containing samples found in many structures in nature. We previously demonstrated how XRF polarization induced contrast (PIC) may be used to image spatially-varying XRF signals of bone nanocrystals. To do so, energies corresponding to specific dipole transitions of calcium atoms were used to map the Ca K-edge XANES in human bone [2] . Natural mineralized samples of many types often have rather homogeneous chemical environments and minimal density variations, and it is precisely in such samples that XRF-PIC has great potential. Here we show how angular absorption dependence may be exploited to reveal micron-sized crystal orientation variations of calcium-containing crystals of apatite, by mapping micro-texture in both enamel and dentine in human teeth.
Background

Experimental setup and parameter
Ca near K-edge XRF mapping was conducted at the scanning X-ray microscopy end station installed at ID21 at the ESRF [3] . Measurements were performed on human teeth, collected from anonymous patients according to the guidelines of the ethics committee of the Charite-Universitatsmedizin, Berlin, Germany. Dry tooth is reasonably stable at room temperature in vacuum and thus the samples were not measured under cryogenic conditions [4] , which simplified sample preparation and repositioning. For XANES at the Ca K-edge, the highest flux on ID21 is reached when the two beamline undulators U42 are used in a synchronous manner. The fixed exit double-crystal Si(111) Kohzu monochromator was used in combination with a Ni-coated flat double-mirror. The latter filters out high-energy harmonics while the former allows to select an energy bandwidth of about 0.8 eV resolution near the Ca K-edge (4.1 keV). Downstream of the tunable monochromator, the beam was focused to a spot size of ~0.6 × 0.8 µm 2 (vertical × horizontal) using a fixed-curvature Kirkpatrick-Baez mirror system yielding a flux of ~8 × 10 10 photons/s (when using 180 mA current in multibunch mode in the synchrotron storage ring). A photodiode comprising a thin Si 3 N 4 membrane was inserted in the beam path to continuously monitor the incoming beam intensity. XRF maps and XANES spectra were collected using a photo diode. Indeed, since the XRF spectra of tooth samples are dominated by the Ca signal, a fast photo diode capable of handling high incoming counting rates was preferred to the slower dispersive SDD detectors. A schematic sketch of the setup is given in Fig. 1 .
Ca XANES spectra were collected by scanning the energy of the incoming beam from 4.032 to 4.122 keV using increments of 0.25 eV, with acquisition times of 100 ms per energy step. The XANES spectra of different enamel regions containing ordered crystal orientations were used to identify the energies with the highest polarization induced absorption contrast. For Ca in carbonated hydroxyl-apatite (c-HAP), the energies leading to electron transitions from 1s to 4p 1/2 and from 1s to 4p 3/2 [5] are 4.053 keV and 4.055 keV respectively [2] . Fig. 1 . Schematic illustration of the main optical components of the setup installed at beamline ID21 for XRF-PIC mapping. Two undulators are used to generate the X-rays that are polarized in the horizontal plane, subsequently monochromatized by a fixed exit double-crystal Si(111) Kohzu-monochromator, then focused using KB optics. The polarization orientation is not affected by any of the components downstream of the source until impinging on the sample. Following interaction with the apatite (in the tooth), non-polarized XRF radiation is generated. The total XRF signal (illustrated by green arrows) is collected by a photodiode detector.
Apatite crystal mapping on human tooth samples
Many organisms use Ca as a readily-available major skeleton-building component, where the Ca ion is either in a carbonate (CaCO 3 ) or in an apatite (~Ca 10 (PO 4 ) 6 CO 3 OH) as is found in c-HAP [6] in bones and teeth of mammals. The apatite crystals are of prime interest for the study of bony tissues, where the nanometer-sized crystals interact with the local atomic environment (amorphous mineral, water, protein) to define the macroscopic properties of the skeletal element. Teeth are excellent examples of mineralized tissues combining several forms of the same carbonated apatite crystal, with distinctly different crystal environments and orientations in the tissues. The outer layer is enamel ( Fig. 2(a) ) which is highly mineralized (>90% mineral) [7] comprising clusters of elongated crystals, ~5 µm in diameter, forming highly-textured prisms ( Fig. 2(c) ) that merge into a hard yet brittle outer cap. Enamel prisms exhibit undulating, woven patterns and groups of similarly oriented prisms appear as bright and dark bands known as Hunter Schreger bands [8] (Fig. 2(b) ). The bulk of teeth is made of dentine, a bone-like composite of nanoparticles of c-HAP mineral (~50 vol%), collagen fibers (~30 vol%) and water (~20 vol%) [9] . Dentine is highly porous as it contains tubules, approximately 1 µm in diameter, extending outwards from the pulp where they often contain cell extensions. Most tubules in the crown are lined by highly mineralized collagenfree collar of "peritubular dentine" (PTD, Fig. 2(d) ). Overall, much of the dentine mass surrounding tubules comprises collagen fibers impregnated with mineral, forming "intertubular dentine" (ITD, Fig. 2(d) ). Both large and small crystals of c-HAP in enamel and dentine respectively, demonstrate a measurable interaction with polarized X-rays, and both have well-documented spatial distributions [10, 11] . 
X-ray polarization induced contrast of apatite at the Ca K-edge
The angular dependence of X-ray absorption (  ( )) σ ε has been previously documented [12] [13] [14] . Specifically, the underlying theoretical background is described in detail by Brouder in 1990 [15] and can be summarized as:
where θ is the angle between the c-axis orientation of the c-HAP crystals and the polarization vector, and σ  and σ ⊥ are the absorption components parallel to and perpendicular to the polarization axis, respectively. PIC of structural arrangements in Ca containing biominerals has already been reported for X-ray energies at the Ca L-edge [1, 16, 17] . Metzler and Rez collected Ca L-edge XANES spectra using polarized synchrotron radiation, they determined the energies for which they observed the best contrast for different c-axis orientations and subsequently collected X-ray photoemission electron microscopy (X-PEEM) maps at those energies. Ratios of maps measured near the L-edge of ~350 eV provide c-axis orientation maps of the relatively large CaCO 3 crystals. Although elegant, this method is extremely surface sensitive due to the low penetration power of such low photon energies. Specifically, the photoemission electrons originate only from the very surface regions of the crystals, of which orientations may differ from the material bulk. The energies corresponding to Ca K-edge transitions exceed 4 keV and thus allow for a deeper penetration into the sample (typically ~10µm above the Ca Kedge with a CaCO 3 matrix). The orientations of the Ca 4p ½ and 4p 3/2 orbitals are perpendicular to each other ( Fig. 3) . A double peak in the white line of Ca K-edge XANES corresponds to the 1s to 4p ½ and to 1s to 4p 3/2 (dipole-) transitions exhibiting the strongest polarization effects [2] .
Sample preparation and pre-characterization
The tooth samples used in this study were obtained in accordance with the Charite ethics committee guidelines, from anonymous donors, extracted during routine dental treatment. Although not essential for the method to work, mapping across reasonably flat surfaces are most practical for easy interpretation of the results. Note however, that unlike other orientation characterization sensitive methods, XRF-PIC does not need highly polished surfaces nor thin sections. In this study, and to allow comparison measurement with XRF, XANES as well as scanning electron microscopy (SEM), a human 3rd molar was dehydrated in a series of ethanol solutions and embedded in PMMA. The sample was cut along the tooth axis and the exposed surfaces were ground using a series of SiC grinding papers and emery sheets to expose polished enamel and dentine surfaces. SEM imaging was performed using a HITACHI TM-1000 electron microscope at 15kV acceleration voltage, equipped with a BSE detector. For optical imaging, human incisor crowns were sliced both along and across the tooth axis, ground and polished to 200 µm thick slices and imaged in a Axioplan 2 polarizing light microscope (Zeiss Axioplan 2,Carl Zeiss Jena GmbH, Germany).
Measurements and results
Ca K-edge XANES of regions with different c-HAP orientations
XRF-PIC maps of human enamel were collected at 4.055 keV to identify regions of highest (region High ) and lowest (region Low ) X-ray absorption values, mapped onto the enamel prism main axis. Since the radial c-axis orientation of the prisms is known, these measurements formed the basis for subsequent collection of XANES spectra (Fig. 3) . The sample region was aligned such that the dentine-enamel junction (DEJ) was aligned vertically (Fig. 4) , i.e. perpendicular to the polarization vector. The absorption at this energy is higher when apatite crystals are aligned parallel with the X-ray polarization vector as compared with other orientations [2] .
First, two individual XANES spectra were acquired for two different known c-axis orientations with respect to the polarization vector ( Fig. 3 , Orientation 1 and Orientation 3). Figure 3 (b) shows the Ca K-edge XANES spectra of apatite aligned parallel (Spectrum No1 collected in region High ) and perpendicular (Spectrum No3 obtained in region Low ) with respect to the polarization vector. Next, to address whether the orientation distribution of the c-axis orientations from high absorption regions into low absorption regions occurs through a rotation axis parallel or perpendicular to the image plane, the sample was physically rotated by 90° (i.e. DEJ is aligned horizontally) and XANES spectra were subsequently collected on the same regions as prior to sample rotation (Spectrum No2). The XANES spectra collected after rotation no longer revealed pronounced spectral differences suggesting that the c-axis of any probed region was then perpendicular to the X-ray polarization vector. Owing to the fact that spectral changes were observed prior to sample rotation and no pronounced changes appeared in spectra after rotation, the 3D orientation vector of the c-axis distribution could be determined (see below in Fig. 5(a)-5(d) ). In fact the orientation of the c-axis vector after rotation of the sample is such that it is always perpendicular to the polarization vector allowing for unique allocation of XANES spectra to the three different principal c-axis orientations ( Fig. 3(b) ).
Beyond the effects related to angular absorption dependence no spectral differences between enamel and dentine could be observed. Fig. 3 . Polarisation effects in XANES spectroscopy at the Ca K-edge of tooth c-HAP: a) Schematic drawing of three orientations of the c-HAP crystals and the 4p3/2 orbital of Ca relative to the polarisation (along y-axis). Depending on crystal orientation with respect to the polarization axis, the interactions vary due to an angular absorption dependence. The 3D crystal orientation can be determined by sample rotation around the illumination axis. b) The XANES spectra corresponding to the three orientations shown in (a) were normalized at the edge and shifted vertically with an offset for clarity. c) Same spectra as (b) normalised to the maximum. The three spectra differ mainly in the main absorption (so called white line) region due to 1s to 4p transitions. The energies of E 1 = 4.0533keV and E 2 = 4.0553keV correspond to the 1s to 4p1/2 (marked ) and 1s to 4p3/2 (marked ♦) dipole transitions, respectively. In orientation 1, polarization is parallel to the c-HAP crystal c-axis and the 4p3/2 orbital where the probability of 1s to 4p3/2 transition is higher. In orientation 2 and 3, polarization is perpendicular to the crystals c-axis, where the probability of 1s to 4p1/2 transitions is higher.
XRF-PIC mapping
Maps were collected at each of the two energies (which were determined above to have the best PIC) over large sample areas with acquisition time per point of 50 ms. The pixel size for collecting the XRF maps was adjusted to the regions of interest (ROI) and were 1 or 2 µm. Scans were performed in continuous (so called "zap") mode. XRF intensity maps collected at excitation energies of 4.0553 keV ( Fig. 4(a) ) and 4.0533 keV ( Fig. 4(b) ) over the enamel near the DEJ reveal the typical prism structure, also observed by the polarization light microscope image (Fig. 2) . The XRF maps highlight the enamel prisms, composed of clusters of adjacent elongated crystals (Fig. 2(c) ) [18] . The high values in Fig. 4(a) correspond to regions with caxis orientations aligned with the polarization orientation of the X-ray beam, whereas the low value corresponds to c-axis orientations perpendicular to the polarization vector. Importantly, regions of high values in Fig. 4(a) correspond to regions of low values in Fig. 4(b) and viceversa. When the same region is mapped at E = 4.2 keV, i.e. far away from the 1s-4p transitions, the crystal pattern is no longer visible ( Fig. 4(c) ). The c-HAP density difference between enamel and dentine is however clearly observable since it is proportional to the mineral concentration. This is also observed in the SEM image displayed in Fig. 4(d) revealing an overall homogeneous electron density (corresponding to a uniform Ca distribution) within the enamel tissue region. Small fluctuations in dentine are due to the different tissue compositions close to the dentine tubules. Specifically, PTD is more mineralized as compared to ITD [19] . Figure d) is a backscattered SEM image of the same region, where contrast is proportional to the atomic density. The images show enamel (on the left side), a large vertical crack (indicated with an x) due to sample preparation and a small section of dentine (on the right). Enamel and dentine are typically attached at the DEJ (marked as X). At E 1 and E 2 (a, b) XRF-PIC reveals alternating crystalline texture of the c-HAP crystals with variations observed between adjacent prism groups (e.g. a, white arrows), similar to optically-formed Hunter Schreger bands. These effects are not visible at the higher excitation energy E 3 , further away from the 1s to 4p electron transition (c), where only electron density differences between enamel and dentine are observable. These are due to different Ca densities, as evidenced also by d) -backscattered electrons (SEM) of the same area as a)-c).
Prism texture in enamel is clearly visible in the maps shown in Fig. 5 . After clockwise rotation of the sample by 90°, the contrast between different crystal families in enamel vanishes, compare (Fig. 5(c) ) at E 1 = 4.0533 keV and ( Fig. 5(d) ) at E 2 = 4.0553 keV. The contrast of the prism texture in enamel is less pronounced in Fig. 5 (c) and 5(d) than in Fig.  5 (a) and 5(b) whereas details of the dentine microstructure emerge. Thus, the shift in orientation of adjacent enamel prisms gradually changes from prisms parallel to the polarization vector to prisms perpendicular to the polarization vector. In dentine ( Fig. 5(e) and 5(f)), we clearly observe PTD in the map collected at 4.0553 keV, and spherulite curves in the same region but collected at an energy of 4.0533 keV. These features are more pronounced when the sample is oriented such that the DEJ is oriented horizontally (i.e. parallel to the polarization vector). 
Discussion
In the present study, we showcase how XRF-PIC at excitation energies in the region of the Ca K-edge can map characteristic bio apatite crystal orientations in enamel and dentine down to the nanometer length-scale. We observe subtle changes in crystal orientations with sensitivity compared with polarized light microscopy but with much higher spatial resolution, defined by the beam geometry (focal spot). The signal that is relevant for Ca, escapes essentially only from the outer ~10 µm of the exposed sample surface. A majority of the signal arises from the outer 3 µm, and decays exponentially with increasing depth. This length-scale is very relevant for the study of mineralized tissues, as it corresponds to the typical dimension of lamella, interfaces and inclusions. Consequently, and depending on how the sample is illuminated with respect to its texture, zones in the probing-volume that contain highly-aligned clusters of crystals will show different XRF-PIC contrasts from zones with poorly co-aligned crystals. This is also seen in other techniques where the signal is integrated over the probing-volume, such as small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) or polarized Raman spectroscopy. XRF-PIC however, directly reveals mineral (apatite) crystal orientations with minimal preparation, and makes it possible to map orientations along extended sample regions in reflection. The resolution is only limited by the focusing optics and large samples can be measured while placed in a variety of in situ environments (e.g. tensile testing, annealing, hydration etc).
The XANES spectra we collected from different human enamel regions revealed the characteristic features of c-HAP [2, 5, 20] . Importantly, we observe three different appearances of the same Ca-containing crystals, due to the polarization-induced angular absorption dependence. Differences observed in such XANES spectra must therefore be considered when addressing subtle differences attributed to the chemical environment of calcium in c-HAP. By selecting excitation energies that are most sensitive to polarization, namely those corresponding to 1s-4p transitions, micrometric scale characteristic crystal orientation patterns in human tooth tissues are clearly revealed.
The study of (sub-) micrometer texture and arrangements of crystals in biologically formed mineralized tissue has evolved extensively over the last century [21, 22] . Yet, it remains of interest due to the relevance to medicine and regeneration, and also as an inspiration for applied materials engineering sciences and biomimetics. It is accepted that the remarkable mechanical properties of these tissues arise from the hierarchical structuring of the mineralized composite and the very different micro and nano morphologies observed at different length-scales [23] [24] [25] [26] . XRF-PIC may therefore help decipher the three dimensional arrangement of the mineral orientation patterns and in so doing, may help elucidate the role of crystal organization in the mechanical properties of these tissues [27] [28] [29] .
There are several big advantages of XRF-PIC mapping as compared to other methods that exist to investigate mineralized tissues, such as SEM or X-ray diffraction [30] . (a) The use of reflection as opposed to transmission: XRF-PIC does not need thin sectioning of the sample. (b) The penetration depth of the X-rays is higher than both light and electron microscopy, and therefore provides true bulk information and not only information from the surface that might be prone to sample preparation artefacts, (c) the short wavelength of X-rays makes it possible to perform measurements far from the diffraction limit of visible light. On-going developments make it feasible to use X-ray spot sizes as small as a few tens of nm [31] . Thus, the image resolution is only limited by the spot size of the beam, which is submicrometer in size in the example here. Coupled with the fact that the X-ray interactions takes place primarily with the inner shell electrons in an atom-specific manner, X-ray methods therefore offer a different array of structural interrogation spectrum as compared with optical methods that essentially target the molecular environment.
The limitation of the presented method to gain information on apatite orientation and distinguish calcium species is clearly the need of a highly monochromatic and polarized Xray source.
Conclusion
We show that polarization induced contrast X-ray fluorescence (XRF-PIC) mapping can assess crystal orientation patterns in bio minerals of human tooth samples down to the submicrometer length-scale. The method provides a very fast means for investigations across large sample dimensions with spatial resolutions down to sub-micron. Future developments of this technique may be applied with even smaller X-ray spot sizes, potentially only tens of nanometers, on samples that cannot be investigated non-destructively by conventional optical and electron methods.
